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ABSTRACT In most Cloud Manufacturing (CMfg) systems, Design Resource (DR) is encapsulated into
cloud service under a fine-grained condition. However, due to the small granularity of DRs provided by
cloud provider, it is difficult for the cloud services to match with design tasks if there is no initiative
resource. For example, because of the lack of initiative perception capabilities, it is difficult for design
software to match with design tasks directly. A method of DR multi-granularity modeling with two-stage
aggregation is proposed, by which the resource granularity is increased and dynamic design capability is
formed. In the proposed DR multi-granularity model, DRs are classified into three granularities: Static
Physical Resource (SPR), Dynamic Capacity Resource (DCR), and Cross-functional Design Unit (CDU).
Their ontology models are set up to represent the basic function, structure and component of DRs. In the
two-stage aggregation of DRs, two strategies are proposed to increase the granularity of DRs. The first is
DCR aggregation strategy based on auxiliary resources actively pushing, and the second is CDU aggregation
strategy based on meta task and meta capability matching. Using the operation parameters of DRs and the
associated evaluation matrix, a method of DCR and CDU evaluation is proposed to optimize the searched
DRs. With the help of the preceding multi-granularity DR modeling and the two-stage access strategy,
DR granularity is enlarged and initiative design capability is formed, which solves the problem of DRs
matching with design tasks because of small resource granularity.

INDEX TERMS Cloud manufacturing, multi-granularity design resource, ontology modeling, resource
aggregation, resource evaluation.

I. INTRODUCTION
The Design Resources (DRs) in Cloud Manufactur-
ing (CMfg) system [1], [2] refer to all the involved elements
within the whole product life cycle. The perception and
access of DRs [3], [4] is the foundation and premise of its
virtualization and servitization [5]. Because of the difference
among DRs at the attributes of existing form, transmission
medium and usage mode, DRs are typically heterogeneous
resources. Meanwhile, resource status will present dynamic
evolution characteristics along with the carrying out of
design process. The characteristics of heterogeneous and
dynamic of DRs determine its complexity of modeling and
accessing. Except some hardwares which are similar with
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Manufacturing Resources (MRs), Most of the DRs are wis-
dom resources, such as software, human resource, intelligent
agent and so on. There are prominent difference in the way
of perception and access between DRs and MRs. Most DRs
are accessed with fixed I/O interface or human-computer
interaction, except some hardwares such as modeling device
and testing equipment which can be accessed by the methods
of Internet of Things (IoT) [6], Cyber Physical System (CPS)
[7], etc.

For the cloud provider [8] provided atomic DRs, if they
are not aggregated with initiative resources, it is hard to
access to the design process submitted by cloud requester.
Only through reasonable resource aggregation [9], forming
dynamic design capability or design units with specific func-
tion, can DRs be easily matched with specific design tasks.
Therefore, all kinds of atomic level DRs, provided by cloud
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provider, need to be reasonably aggregated and form combi-
nations with certain design capabilities before servitization
encapsulation [10] and utilization. Meanwhile, reasonable
DRs aggregation will help to reduce the later overhead of
resource management and service composition.

The DRs in CMfg system are multiple granularity in terms
of existence and usage [11]. They can be static hardware,
software, knowledge, field, material and other resources,
which are the smallest unit that cannot be decomposed in
the process of use. They can also be dynamic capability
resources formed with the assistance of static resources such
as human resource, hardware, knowledge etc., which are
aggregated centered on human resource. Also, they can be
Cross-functional Design Unit having the capabilities of mul-
tidisciplinary design, which are aggregated with multiple
capability resources. Because of the multi-granularity of DRs
in terms of existence and usage, multi-granular resourcemod-
eling method is required, which will meet the requirement of
resources I/O, virtualization, utilization, evaluation, etc., [12].

Due to the lack of flexibility in the granularity division of
DRs, the massive design resources in CMfg system will not
meet the requirements of multi-granularity reuse in the design
process. However, most of the current research on CMfg
system centers on the combination of virtualized service-
oriented resources [13], [14], which focuses on the combi-
nation optimization of service resources [15], [16], but less
on the aggregation of physical resources. Therefore, it is
necessary to establish an appropriate granularity of hierarchy
of DRs to enhance its design flexibility and agility in CMfg,
to build a kind of aggregation and evaluation method of DRs
to compose and optimize aggregated resources.

This paper proposes to address the problems of multiple-
granularity DRs modeling, aggregation and its evaluation.
First, a multi-granularity resource model is presented to
express the three granularities of DRs: Static Physical
Resource (SPR), Dynamic Capacity Resource (DCR) and
Cross-functional Design Unit (CDU), and then their ontology
models are defined. Secondly, in order to enlarge resource
granularity, two resource aggregation strategies are pre-
sented, which accomplish the construction of DCR and CDU
respectively. Finally, comprehensive evaluation matrixes are
built, which is used to optimize the alternative DCR and
CDU.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section II reviews the literature relating to resource classifi-
cation, resource granularity, resource modeling and resource
accessing. In Section III, multi-granularity resource model is
defined. In Section IV, the ontology models of SPR, DCR
and CDU are created separately. The aggregation strategies
of DCR and CDU are proposed in Section V. In Section VI,
a kind of aggregation resource evaluation method is designed
and comprehensive evaluation matrixes are built to opti-
mize DCR and CDU. The proposed methods are validated
through a case study in SectionVII, followed by conclusion in
Section VIII.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Scholars have carried out many research studies on resource
classification. Zhang et al. [17] classified resources to MRs
andmanufacturing capabilities, so that different virtualization
methods can be used to diverse resources. Zhang et al. [18]
classified MRs to machines and machining unit according
to the different size of MRs granularity, and created the
capability model of machine and the information model of
machining unit. Zheng et al. [19] created MRs ontology tree
and classify MRs to finance, service, equipment, manpower,
software and logistics. Zhu [20] classified MRs to man-
power, manufacturing equipment, software, service, supplies,
computing, manufacturing knowledge and other resources.
According to the existing form of DRs and their relation-
ship, Kong [21] classified DRs to physical DRs and invisible
design capabilities. Physical DRs contain tools, intelligent
and knowledge and invisible design capabilities include all
the required capabilities at the product design stage, such
as requirement analysis, scheme selection, concept design,
structure design and entity design. In the precedingMRs clas-
sification method, resources and capabilities are at one level,
and the relationship between them have not been expressed,
which is against the later resource modeling.

In the aspect of the relationship among MRs, manufac-
turing capabilities and manufacturing services, significant
research had been carried out. Wang and Xu [22] proposed
that it is the function of equipment, not the physical device
itself, that should be serious considered. Guo [23] proposed a
logical model of MRs, manufacturing capabilities and man-
ufacturing services, which considered that manufacturing
capabilities were formed by set of MRs, and manufacturing
services were encapsulated from manufacturing capabilities.
This model represented the hierarchical relationship among
MRs, manufacturing capabilities andmanufacturing services.
In the preceding discussion about MRs, manufacturing capa-
bilities were separated from MRs and not all kinds of MRs
were expressed completely.

In the matter of resource granularity classification,
research had been done. In [24], user tasks were classi-
fied to single resource service task and multiple resources
service task. Different granularity of manufacturing cloud
service was constructed, which generated different granular-
ity of manufacturing capabilities. Zhu [20] classified MRs
to multiple granularities. From the view of the task scale
and manufacturing target, he proposed that resource model
must support multiple granularities of resource composition.
Single physical MRs exist independently and its granularity
is small, whereas manufacturing target is a complexmanufac-
turing task that is achieved through a collaboration ofmultiple
single MRs.

Some scholars also researched the multi-granularity
characteristics about service evaluation and design task.
Deng et al. [25] built a kind of multi-granularity service eval-
uation model for service node. When evaluating service,
the coarse-granularity global evaluation achieved through
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the creation of individual experience based multi-granularity
trust model. And also, aiming at visitors’ different interests
and preferences, single element evaluation can be checked
using one declaration of multi-tuple, which improved the
granularity of trust evaluation. Guo [23] divided manufactur-
ing services into two granularities, which are process level
and part level. According to the different requirements of pro-
cess level manufacturing and part level manufacturing, multi-
granularity manufacturing task and manufacturing service
model was proposed to construct optimized manufacturing
service in process level or part level.

On the aspect of DRmodel, ontologymodeling [26] is pop-
ular currently. Aiming at specific domain, ontology modeling
achieves the capture of domain knowledge though making
common terminologies and specifications. At the same time,
formal definition of representation is proposed to realize the
knowledge sharing across industries. Most scholars use n-
tuple to express ontology. For example, Gao et al. [27] use
two-tuple, Li et al. [28] use five-tuple and Kang et al. [29]
use eight-tuple. Finite objects are used to define the elemen-
tary component of ontology in the definition of n-tuple. For
example, Wei [30] defined a five-tuple ontology, using the
formula: O=(C, P, R, A, I ), the objects of which stands for
class, attribute, relationship, axiom and instance separately.

In most papers, fine-grained resources were encapsulated
for servitization directly, and then the generated services were
utilized. Zhu et al. [31] proposed a manufacturing service
composition scheme named as Multi-Module Subtasks Col-
laborative Execution for Cloud Manufacturing Service Com-
position (MMSCE-CMSC), which was used to select services
from service pool to generate a composite service with the
given objective optimization. Li et al. [32] proposed a two-
level multi-task scheduling model, which was used to find a
better resource schedule. In this paper, distributed resources
were encapsulated into cloud services directly. Aiming at
the problems of multi objective CMfg service composition
optimization during the collocation between services and
tasks, a novel service composition optimization approach was
proposed by Li et al. [33], which was called improved genetic
algorithm based on entropy (LGABE). But themanufacturing
resources were provided in the form of cloud services directly
and fine-grained simple cloud services were combined into
coarse-grained complex cloud services through service com-
position, to meet the requirement of task. In the preceding
research, all the resources were directly virtualized to cloud
services at the condition of minimum granularity, and then
form specific design capability or manufacturing capabil-
ity to meet the resource requester’s requirement. In these
paradigms, resources and services maintained a strict one-
to-one correspondence relationship. But because of the small
granularity of accessed atomic MRs, the generated fine-
granularity cloud services were difficult to find and match
with task in cloud service platform, which could not meet the
requester’s requirement for resource granularity in general.

Some research about resource aggregation had been done,
which composited the fine-granularity resource and increased

the resource searching efficiency. Cao et al. [34] studiedmany
kinds of aggregation methods for different DRs. According
to different accessed DR, two aggregating methods, mod-
ularization aggregation and virtual design unit aggregation,
were put forward to organize the knowledge DR and organize
the substantive DR respectively. Guo and Ma [35] proposed
a kind of resource aggregation mechanism driven by func-
tional requirement to achieve the virtual service resource
build of single resource. Gao et al. [36] created a CMfg ser-
vice resource modeling method based on multi-domain, and
put forward a virtual service resource composition method,
which achieved the virtual service resource building of single
resource. Zhu et al. [37] proposed that resource in Cloud
Terminal consisted of Single Resource (SR) and Complex
Resource (CR) and CRs were formed by composition of SR
based on functionality. Liu et al. [38] established a multi-
granularity resource virtualization model, in which resource
aggregation functions are constructed from attribute, activ-
ity and process levels. Multi-granularity resource virtualiza-
tion strategies were proposed, in which attribute, activity
and process oriented resource were mapped into virtualized
resources based on interrelated resource aggregation func-
tions. For the question of Manufacturing Resource Combi-
natorial Optimization (MRCO), Wang et al. [39] proposed
a manufacturing resource selection strategy based on an
improved Distributed Genetic Algorithm (DGA). All the pre-
ceding researches about resource aggregate are carried out
for the purpose of resource application and there are seldom
studies about initiative aggregation.

III. MULTI-GRANULARITY DESIGN RESOURCE MODEL
A multi-granularity DRs model is proposed to classify and
define MRs from different levels, which divides MRs into
three granularities. Shown in Fig.1, the three granularities are
SPR, DCR and CDU.

In the multi-granularity DR model, SPR layer is the foun-
dation, and DCR layer is the aggregation and embodiment
of SPRs. SPR cannot be virtualized as cloud service directly,
and it can be utilized only after aggregated to DCR or CDU.
CDU is a combination of multiple DCRs and SPRs, which
is used to complete specific design tasks and is dynamically
aggregated according to design tasks.

(1) SPR. It refers to the relatively stable resource in design
process, which exists on the basis of entities or software
normally. Because of its static characteristic, SPR is easy to be
mined, sorted, indexed and applied, which is indecomposable
and the minimum resource element in the design process.
SPRs mainly include intellectual resource, tool resource,
knowledge resource, field resource, material resource and
logistics resource. Intellectual resource includes all kinds
of manpower resource and intelligent application used in
the design process, such as administrative staff, domain
engineer, product design engineer, test engineer, market-
ing engineer and expert system which can simulate human
expert’s behavior to solve domain problem. From the view of
resource modeling, manpower resource has static attributes,
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FIGURE 1. Multi-granularity DR model.

such as age, gender, job and specialization, and it belongs
to static resource.

(2) DCR. It refers to the resource combination centered
on intellectual resources for the purpose of achieving a cer-
tain expected objective. This combination is accomplished
by selecting and matching SPRs. DCR is the combination
of specific DRs with complete logical structure, aiming at
specific design tasks, centering on human resources or intel-
ligent computer program, assisted by equipments, software,
knowledge resources and so on, which represents the ability
to complete a specific design task, such as product design
capability, analysis capability, test capability, management
capability, etc.

DCR aggregation aims at the capability of requirements in
the design process. For example, Product design capability
refers to the ability to complete product design work using
intellectual resources as the main resources, with the help of
knowledge resources, software resources and etc. According
to the design process, product design capability is divided into
scheme demonstration capability, conceptual design capabil-
ity and structural design capability, which are respectively
used to complete the early scheme demonstration, product
appearance design, and later detailed structure and toler-
ance design of the product. When building DCR, resources
meeting the requirement are selected, in which intellectual
resources with the required capabilities are as the center.

(3) CDU.With the aim of accomplishing product design or
a certain stage task of it, CDU is a kind of resource aggrega-
tion with multiple design capabilities needed in the product
design process, which is composed of SPRs and DCRs. CDU
is put forward based on the concept of Integrated Product
Team (IPT) [40], Virtual Manufacturing Cell (VMC) [41],
Virtual Manufacturing Cell in CMfg (VMC in CMfg) [42]
andVirtual Design Cell (VDC) [34], which is a design service

unit that optimizes and aggregates the available SPRs and
DCRs in CMfg system. CDU is used to complete the require-
ments of resource requester for specific product design.

In CMfg environment, CDU is actively aggregated by
resource providers according to typical design tasks and
design processes in the industry, which is a logical reconstruc-
tion of the design resources involved. In essence, CDU is a
combination of resources and capabilities for the design tasks
proposed by resource requester, as well as an information
description of resources and their relationships.

CDU is different from VMC. VMC is a logical tran-
sient reconstruction of physical resources, which is a kind
of resource combination based on some specific production
tasks, and is generated with a specific production task and
disbanded with the end of the production task [43]. While
CDU is a multi-resource and multi-functional heterogeneous
group established under the background of current industry
segmentation, aiming at design tasks in specific fields. CDU
is a relatively stable combination, and only when its evalua-
tion values fail to meet the specified threshold, CDU needs
to be decomposed and recombined. VMC in CMfg is a kind
of minimum manufacturing resource aggregate that can run
in CMfg environment and complete a certain process level
manufacturing task of a product [42], which consists of four
parts: basic information, resource structure information, man-
ufacturing activity weight information and aggregate manu-
facturing capacity information. Compared with CDU, it lacks
supports of knowledge resources, such as domain knowledge,
design cases, national standards, etc.

CDU is also different from IPT. Only the optimal com-
bination of designers is considered in IPT, and the organi-
zation and aggregation of other DRs are not involved [44].
Compared with the mode of IPT, VDU is a collection of
hardware devices such as designers and computers that can
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independently complete a design activity in the distributed
design environment [34], but it also lacks the support of
knowledge resources compared with CDU.

IV. DESIGN RESOURCE ONTOLOGY MODELING
Due to the powerful resource expression ability and the
advantage in the aspect of semantic matching, ontology mod-
eling technology [45] has become the mainstreammethod for
resource modeling. According to the requirement of multi-
granularity DR modeling, a kind of DR universal ontology
modeling method is created, with which all kinds of resource
ontology model are generated.

A. DR GENERAL ONTOLOGY MODEL
Through extracting general rules of things, ontology
expresses object with ‘‘class’’ and defines the relationship
among classes by ‘‘property’’. Therefore, as a modeling
method of DR, ontology needs to express the following two
aspects.

(1) DR classification, resource elements and relation-
ships with other DRs. For example, DRs have three levels:
SPR, DCR and CDU. SPR consists of intellectual resource,
knowledge resource, tool resource and so on. Intellectual
resource can be divided into administrative staff, design engi-
neer, domain engineer, and technician. Tool resource can be
divided into computing resource, storage resource, software
resource, etc. Design engineer has a relationship of ‘‘use’’
with software resource. Tool resource has a relationship of
‘‘is. . . subclass’’ with software resource.

(2) DR parameters and its relationship. For example, the
functional parameters of design resource include the capa-
bility of modeling, design, simulation, sheet metal design,
mold design and NC manufacturing. Design software has a
relationship of ‘‘has. . . capability’’ with modeling capability.

According to the preceding definition of ontology, all
kinds of resources and their parameters can be expressed
by ‘‘class’’, and the relationship between resources can be
expressed by ‘‘relationship’’. Therefore, to construct DR
ontology, there are three parts needed to express as follows.

(1) Ontology. It is the object to be normalized represented,
which can be used to express an object or its parameter. For
example, ‘‘ontology’’ can be used to express all the DRs, a
certain granularity level of DRs, one kind of DRs, one specific
DR or some parameters of DR.

(2) Class. It is the collection of individuals of an object,
which can be used to express everything about the object. For
example, use ‘‘class’’ to express the constituent individuals
of an object, or the involved function, strategy, behavior, etc.

(3) Property. It is the relationship among classes, which is
used to express the relationship between two classes, class
and words, or class and numerical value.

1) TWO-TUPLE FORMALIZED DEFINITION OF GENERAL
ONTOLOGY MODEL
Base on the preceding requirement analysis, a kind of for-
malized definition is proposed to be used as the general

ontologymodel of DR, which is described as a two-tuple. The
definition is as follows.

O = (C,PC ) (1)

where O is the ontology model, which can express the whole
resources, resource individuals or parameters; C represents
the classes of ontology, which is used to express DR or its
parameters; PC represents the property of classes, which is
used to express the relationship between two classes.

In general, the definition of ontology should express class,
property and the relationship among classes [46]. In (1), PC

represents both property and the relationship among classes.
The definition of PC includes domain of definition and
domain of value. Domain of definition is one class, and the
domain of value can be one class or a specific value. If it
is one class, the instance of relationship can be expressed
as ri(ca, cb), which represent the binary relationship between
class ca and cb. If the domain of value is a specific value, then
the relationship degenerates into data property between class
and value.

When modeling one specific DR, firstly define one ontol-
ogy model as template of DRs with common attributes, and
then classes and properties of the template are described to
define the attributes and relationship between DR classes.
Generate an instance from the ontology template, and then
initialize its classes and properties by the information offered
by cloud provider. The instance with the initialized classes
and properties is the ontology model of the specific DR.

2) REPRESENTATION OF ONTOLOGY MODEL
COMPONENT OBJECTS
In (1), a two-tuple ontology model is used to express two
component objects, which are C and PC . For different kinds
of ontology resource, it is necessary to create specific class set
and property set, which are used to express the information
of different DR, as follows.

C = {C1,C2,,C3 . . . ,Ci} (i = n)
PC = {PC (C1), . . . ,PC (Ci),PC (C1,C2), . . . ,

PC (Ci−1,C i)} (i = n)

(2)

where C represents the class set and PC represents the prop-
erty set; i is the quantity of classes in the ontology; ci rep-
resents the No.i class; PC (Ci) represents the property of No.i
class; PC (Ci,Cj) represents the relationship between the No.i
class and the No.j class.

Any DR ontology model can be created using (1) and (2),
and the procedure is as follows: (1) create the ontology
template of this kind of DR, (2) instantiate the template with
resource information.

For example, one service provider wants to create the
model of Romax software. Its classes include ID, name,
version, cost, owner, address, function, available time, price,
QoS and service records. The ontology modeling process is
as follows. (1) Create design software ontology model as the
template
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According to the preceding method, create design software
ontology template as follows.

Omf = (Cmf ,PCmf )

Cmf = {ID,Nam,Ver,Cos,Onr,Add,Fun,VaT ,
Pri,QoS, SerRec}

PCmf = {P
C
mf (ID) = hasID,PCms(Nam)

= hasNam . . . ,PCms(SerRec) = hasSerRec}

(3)

The above template can be expressed by design software
ontology structure diagram, shown as Fig.2. In the diagram,
ModelSofw stands for design software ontology model. It has
11 classes, which are ID, Name, Version, Cost, Owner,
Address, Function, ValidTime, Price, QoS and SerRec. The
first 9 classes are expressed by string. QoS represents the
customer’s evaluation, which is expressed with value. SerRec
represents the records of resource, which include four com-
ponents: the number of service times, finished service times,
success service times and service duration.

FIGURE 2. Ontology structure of DR.

(2) Instantiate the template into the specific software
Use the information offered by resource provider to instan-

tiate the above template, and get the Romaxmodel as follows.

Omf = (Cmf ,PCmf )

Cmf = {0952,Romax, 17, 150k,XX Inc., 85 Marin St,
analysis, 20200301 later, 200, (88, 92.0%, 95.7),
(3, 3, 2, [2, 3, 3.2])}

PCmf = {P
C
mf (ID) = 0952, . . . ,PCmf (SerRec)

= (3, 3, 2, [2, 3, 3.2])}
(4)

Formula (4) represents the software of Romax provided by
XX Inc., in which the software’s properties represents by the
set of Cmf .

B. SPR ONTOLOGY MODELING
1) ONTOLOGY STRUCTURE OF SPR
Based on the requirement of resource modeling, SPRs are
divided into eight kinds, which are human resource, arti-
ficial intelligent resource, software tool resource, hardware

tool resource, knowledge resource, material resource, field
resource and logistics resource. The ontologymodel structure
of SPRs is shown in Fig.3.

Fig.3 shows the class composition of each ontology model,
as well as the relationship between various resources and
the inheritance relationship between parent class and sub-
class. Among the structure, ‘‘IntRes’’ represents intellec-
tual resource, which includes human and artificial intelligent
resources. ‘‘TolRes’’ represents tool resource, which includes
software and hardware resource. ‘‘SerInf’’ respresents ser-
vice information of each resource, which includes valid time,
hour price, QoS, the number of service times, finished service
times, success service times and service duration.

2) INSTANCE OF SPR ONTOLOGY MODEL
Taking manpower resource for example construct DR tem-
plate. And taking one design engineer for instance explain
the resource instantiation process.

According to formula (1), the two-tuple ontology model of
human resource is constructed as follows.

OHumRes = (CHumRes,PCHumRes) (5)

where OHumRes represents human resource ontology model,
and it is the template of all human resource instance; CHumRes
represents the class set of human resource;PCHumRes represents
the property of human resource.

There are many kinds of human resources involved in the
process of product design. It is necessary to refine the human
objects layer by layer, so as to reflect the personal information
of designers gradually.

At first, human resource classes and properties are listed as
follows.

CHumRes = {ID,BasInf ,Rol, Spy,ValTim,Pri,QoS, SerNr,

FshNr, SucNr,Duration} (6)

PCHumRes = {P
C
HumRes(ID) = hasID,PCHumRes(BasInf )

= hasInf . . . ,PCHumRes(Duration)

= hasDuration} (7)

In (6), CHumRes represents the class set of human resource
template, and its values in turn represents ID of human
resource, basic information, work position, specialty, avail-
able time, labor cost, QoS, service times, finished service
times, success times and service duration time. In (7),PCHumRes
represents the properties of classes. Because most of the
classes in human resources have no relationship with each
other, the property set of class is relatively simple, and the
objects in the set are self attributes with their own informa-
tion. Later, for the description of ontology resource, if there
is no special case, the property set will not be listed.

In (6), ID represents the unique resource identifier in the
system, expressed by a string. BasInf represents the basic
information of human resources, expressed by the set shown
in (8). Rol represents the position of individuals, expressed
by the set shown in (9). Spy represents specialty, which refers
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FIGURE 3. Ontology structure of design resource.

to the work proficiency of designers, expressed by the set
shown in (10). ValTim represents available time, expressed
by a period of time. Pri represents labor cost, expressed in
numbers. QoS represents customer’s evaluation, expressed
with value. SerNr, FshNr and SucNr represent the number of
service times, finished service times, success service times
respectively, all of which are represented by numbers. Dura-
tion represents service duration time, expressed in arrays.

CBasInf = {Nam, Sex,BirDay,Col,EduBg,PstTil,Add,

Tel,Eml} (8)

CRol = {DsnEgr,DomEgr,TstEgr,MktEgr,Mgr,Tcn}

(9)

CSpy = {Mdl,Dom,Mkt,Tst,Mng,Tec} (10)

In (8), the elements of BasInf set represent the designer’s
name, gender, date of birth, school, education background,
title, address, telephone and email respectively. In (9), the ele-
ments of Rol set represent design engineer, domain engineer,
test engineer, market engineer, organization manager and
technician respectively. In (10), the elements of Spy set rep-
resent modeling, domain knowledge, market, testing, man-
agement and technical capability respectively. Among them,
modeling, market and technical capability can be divided into

many kinds, as shown in (11).
CMdl = {IndDsg, SodMdl, SufMdl,AniDsg, SimAly,

ShtDsg,MolDsg}
CMkt = {Neg,PreMkt,AftSalSer}
CTec = {Mch,HotWrk,HetTrt,AsmDeg,BenWrk,Wed}

(11)

In (11), the elements ofMdl set represent industrial design,
solid modeling, surface modeling, animation design, simula-
tion analysis, sheet metal design and die design respectively.
The elements of Mkt set represent business negotiation, pre-
sales consultation and after-sales service respectively. The
elements of Tec set represent machining, heat processing,
heat treatment, assembly and debugging, maintenance and
welding respectively.

C. DCR ONTOLOGY MODELING
1) DEFINITIONS AND RULES
Definition 1 (Meta Resource): Only having static character-
istics, it is the minimum resource that can be invoked by
individuals or intelligent agents with initiative. In this paper,
the SPRs that have not been aggregated are meta resources.
Definition 2 (Meta Capability): It is the smallest unit with

the ability to solve specific problems in a certain field, which
takes human resources with initiative or intelligent software
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with self driving ability as the main body, and other related
resources as the auxiliary. Meta capability is the core of DCR
aggregation.
Definition 3 (Master Resource): It refers to the human

resource or intelligent software, which can initiate design
activities when receiving design task. It is a kind of initiative
resource.

Basing on their initiative, human resources can carry
out design activities according to the received task and
parameters with the help of other resources. Also, intelligent
software, including expert system and other intelligent com-
puter program having fixed I/O interface, will automatically
complete specific design tasks when they receive the start
command and input parameters.

For example, in the design process of high-speed and
heavy-duty gear transmission mechanism, in order to keep
a reasonable contact area of gear surface for the deformed
gear under load, it is necessary to make a proper surface
modification to the gear, which can ensure a uniform pressure
distribution on the gear. As an indecomposable minimum ele-
ment in the process of gear design, the ability of gear surface
modification is called one meta capability. The engineer who
completed the modification is the master resource. All kinds
of software tools and experimental equipments used in the
process of gear modification design are meta resources.
Definition 4 (Auxiliary Resource): It refer to the resources

that can not initiate design activities, which are used to sup-
port or assist design activities and only can accept aggregation
passively.

According to the role in design process, SPRs are divided
into master resources and auxiliary resources. Intellectual
resources, including human resources and intelligent soft-
ware, belong to master resources. Other SPRs, such as
tool resources, knowledge resources, site resources, material
resources and logistics resources, are all auxiliary resources.

2) DCR ONTOLOGY MODELING
DCR are aggregated with meta capability as the center.
The establishment of DCR is generally initiated by master
resources and then combined with auxiliary resources. The
expression of DCR requires elements as follows.

(1) Meta capability. It is the center of DCR, by which the
main function of DCR is accomplished. A DCR has only one
meta capability. If there is other capability, another DCR can
be built with it. The later searching and usage of DCR is also
based on meta capabilities.

(2) Master resource. The meta capability of DCR comes
from individual or intelligent agent with initiative. Therefore,
master resource is the sole source of DCR meta capability.
When establishing DCR, the first task after determining the
meta capability is to determine the designer or the intelligent
software with this capability. For example, gear modifica-
tion DCR takes surface modification as its meta capability.
So when constructing gear modification DCR, it is crucial
to search for designers with this capability as the master
resource.

(3) Auxiliary resource. Master resource is the key to con-
struct DCR, and the implementation of meta capability needs
the support of other auxiliary resources, whichmainly include
design, modeling and analysis software, computer, experi-
mental apparatus, etc. For example, besides the initiative of
engineer, the implementation of gear modification DCRmeta
capability also needs the support of modeling and analysis
software, as well as the corresponding computer hardware
system.

(4) I/O and status information. The results of DCR design
activities are shown in two aspects: data change and state
transformation. Data change refers to the transition from
input data to output data caused by design activities, which
are expressed by I/O data. For example, because of the design
activities of gear design DCR, the input parameters are trans-
formed into gear parameters as output result. State transfor-
mation refers to the change of task state caused by design
activities. For example, because of the design activities of
DCR, the task state is transformed from ‘‘start’’ to ‘‘finish’’.

(5) Service information. It refers to the service attributes
of DCR ontology model, as well as customer evaluation and
history information after service. Service attributes mainly
refer to the available service time and service price. The
former is the important basis for searching available resources
and the latter is themain reference for optimization. Customer
evaluation refers to the subjective evaluation given by users
as customers after the design services, expressed by QoS.
The history information records the number of service times,
finished service times, success service time of the DCR since
its establishment.

Customer evaluation and history information include two
parts. The first is called member information, which is accu-
mulated from the customer evaluation and historical records
of the master resource and auxiliary resources before the
establishment of DCR. The second is the attributes informa-
tion of DCR itself, which is the historical record of the design
activities after the establishment of DCR and the customer’s
evaluation of DCR. The member information is calculated
according to each component resource, which is an important
basis for SPR selection when building DCR. When resource
requester searches for DCR, the member information and
DCR attributes information are used as the basis of DCR
optimization, and the weight of the two parts is determined
by weight coefficient.

(6) Other information. It includes ID, name, and the time
recorded by the system.

Based on the two-tuple ontology model shown in (1),
define the DCR ontology model as follows.

ODCR = (CDCR,PCDCR) (12)

where ODCR represents DCR ontology model, which is the
universal template of DRC instance; CDCR represents the
class set of DCR, which expresses the main resource features;
PCDCR represents the attribute set of DCR.
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According to the expression of DCR, the class set of DCR
is shown as follows.

CDCR = {ID,MetaCap,MSPR,LASPR,LIpt ,LOpt ,LPr e,LRst ,

SerNr,FshNr, SucNr, [LoT ],ValTim,Pri,QoS}

(13)

The class set shown in (13) represents the main compo-
nents of DCR, where ID, MetaCap and MSPR represent
resource number, meta capability andmaster resource respec-
tively. LASPR LASPR represents its auxiliary resources, listed
as an array. LIpt , LOpt , LPre, and LRst represent input parame-
ter list, output parameter list, precondition list and result list
respectively. SerNr, FshNr, SucNr and [LoT] are the service
information of DCR, which respectively represent the num-
ber of service times, finished service times, success service
times and duration time of service. ValTim and Pri represent
available time and labor cost respectively. QoS represents the
customer’s evaluation information set.

D. CDU ONTOLOGY MODELING
With the meta capabilities of multiple DCRs as the center
and the relevant SPR as the auxiliary, larger granularity of
DR combination can be built, which is called CDU. It is a
multiple design capabilities aggregation aiming at the typical
product design in a specific field. CDU is a multi-disciplinary
and multi-resource product design team, which takes mul-
tiple DCRs as the core to build product design process,
supplemented by relevant knowledge, computer, and other
resources.

For example, in order to complete the design of a high-
speed and heavy-duty transmission system, it is necessary
to organize human resources or expert systems with various
meta capabilities, such as gear design, gear modification,
dynamic analysis and rotor dynamic balance analysis. CDU is
constructed to complete the design task, by searching DCRs
organized around these meta capabilities, or searching the
relevant member resources such as domain specialist, high-
performance computer, dynamic gearbox testbed, gear design
domain knowledge package to build DCR firstly.

According to the preceding analysis of CDU construction,
the required information to express CDU is as follows.

(1) Meta capability set. It provides basis for the construc-
tion of CDU. Based on the design task, meta capability set is
established, which is achieved by searching the related DCRs.

(2) DCR set. It is the main resources for the construction
of product design process.

(3) Auxiliary resource set. It is used to assist DCR to
complete design task.

(4) I/O and status information. The invoking of CDU can
produce data change and state transformation. Data change
refers to the change between the input of the first DCR and
the output of the last DCR. State transformation refers to the
transition from the preconditions before the invoking of CDU
to the result.

(5) Service information. It refers to CDU’s service
attributes, customer evaluation and history information. Ser-
vice attributes mainly refer to available time and service
price. Customer evaluation is the subjective evaluation given
by resource requesters who invoke the resource, which is
expressed by QoS. History information records the number
of service times provided by CDU since its establishment,
finished service times, success service times and the service
duration of each task.

CDU customer evaluation and history information include
two parts: member information and operation information.
Member information records the customer evaluation and
history of all member resources (including DCRs and all
SPRs). Operation information is the historical record and cus-
tomer evaluation information generated from design activities
during CDU operation. Member information is calculated
according to each component resource, which is an impor-
tant basis for resource selection when establishing CDU.
Operation information is an important optimization basis for
resource requesters to search and optimize service resources.
The importance of the two parts is determined by weight
coefficient.

(6) Other information. It includes ID, resource named and
establishment time recorded by the system.

Based on the above description of CDU, the general ontol-
ogy model of CDU is as follows

OCDU = (CCDU ,PCCDU ) (14)

where OCDU represents CDU ontology model, which is the
template of CDU instance; CCDU represents class set of
CDU template, which express the main attributes of resource;
PCCDU represents the property set of CDU template.

According to the preceding expression of CDU, its class
set is shown as follows.

CCDU = {ID, SMetaCap, SDCR, SAux ,LIpt ,LOpt ,LPre,
LRst ,LSerInf }

LSerInf = {SerNr,FshNr, SucNr, [LoT ],ValTim,
Pri,QoS}

(15)

The class set shown in formula (15) represents the main
components of CDU. Among them, ID, SMetaCap, SDCR,
SAux , LIpt , LOpt , LPre and LRst represent resource number,
Meta Capacity set, DCR set, auxiliary resource set, input
parameter list, output parameter list, precondition list and
result list respectively. LSerInf represents service information
set, where SerNr, FshNr and SucNr represent the number
of service times, finished service times and success service
times respectively. [LoT] is a time list, recording the service
duration of each design task. ValTim, Pri and QoS repre-
sent available time list, labor cost and customer’s evaluation
respectively.

V. RESOURCE AGGREGATION STRATEGY AND
ITS ALGORITHM
The multi-granularity model of DRs expresses the logical
relationship among all kinds of DRs. Task units of different
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granularity need to be accomplished by the aggregated
resources which are composed of many types of capability
resources and static resources. Therefore, the aggregation of
multi-granularity DRs is the key to the matching of multi-
granularity task units and service resources.

A. RULES AND DEFINITIONS
Rule 1: The original resources provided by resource

provider are fine-grained atomic resources, which only have
static characteristics.

Both DCR and CDU are multiple resources combinations
formed in the process of aggregation. Only SPR is directly
provided by resource provider.
Rule 2: Meta resources need to be aggregated before they

are invoked by resource requester.
Definition 5 (Resource Aggregation): It refers to the aggre-

gation of fine-grained resources, which is used to increase
the granularity of resources and reduce the complexity
of resource invoking during resource utilization. Resource
aggregation is conducive to efficient resource management.
Definition 6 (Capability Aggregation):The resource aggre-

gation for the purpose of constructing DCR is called capabil-
ity aggregation, which aims to form the smallest design unit
with meta capability. Capability aggregation takes intellec-
tual resource as master resources, focus on meta ability, and
complete aggregation with the help of auxiliary resources.
Definition 7 (Meta Task): Meta task is the smallest task

unit that cannot be decomposed in the design process, which
is obtained by decomposing design task.
Definition 8 (Unit Aggregation): The resource aggregation

for the purpose of constructing CDU is called unit aggrega-
tion, which aims to accomplish a meta tasks list. During unit
aggregation, CDU is constructed with multiple DCRs as the
core and auxiliary resources as assistance.

B. RESOURCE AGGREGATION STRATEGY
Through virtual description and servitization encapsula-
tion of DRs and design capabilities, cloud provider pro-
vides resource services for cloud requester. As part of
resource access, resource description is the important premise
for resource servitization. Larger granularity of resources
are good for reflecting design capability and easy to
use. Resource aggregation is a way to increase resource
granularity.

When providing resources, aggregation is essential to
form design capability. According to the preceding multi-
granularity DR model, there are two kinds of resource aggre-
gation. The first is to create DCR with the aim at meta
capability. The second is to create CDU aiming at typical
design tasks. The aggregated large-scale DR can be used by
resource requester.

Only after aggregation, forming a design combination with
a certain granularity, can resources have the ability of ini-
tiative product design. This capability is generated by the
aggregation of initiative designers, or intelligent software,

FIGURE 4. The aggregation process of DRs.

and corresponding auxiliary resources. The aggregation pro-
cess of design resources is shown in Fig.4.

C. AUXILIARY RESOURCE ACTIVELY PUSHING BASED
DCR AGGREGATION STRATEGY
In (13), the class set of ontology model defines the meta
capability of DCR, the accomplishment of which requires a
number of auxiliary resources as assistance. First, based on
the semantic information of meta capability extracted from
master resource, retrieve and match the class of ‘‘spy’’ in
auxiliary SPR ontology model, and find the list of alternative
auxiliary resources, which meet the functional requirements
of meta capability. And then, based on the actively push-
ing of alternative auxiliary resource, establish the auxiliary
resource list of DCR. In this way, DCR is established with
meta capability, master resource and auxiliary resources list
as components.

According to the preceding aggregation strategy, the com-
position of DCR is expressed as follows.

DCR = MetaCap+MastSpr +
n∑
i=1

AuxiSpri (16)

where MetaCap and MastSpr represents meta capability and
master resource respectively; AuxiSpri represents the No.i
auxiliary SPR.

According to the preceding aggregation method and (16),
auxiliary resource actively pushing based DCR aggregation
strategy is shown in Fig.5, and the main steps are as follows.

(1) Resource classification. According to the classifica-
tion of SPRs, human resources and intelligence software
are selected as master resources. Other SPRs are used as
alternative auxiliary resources.

(2) Meta capability extraction. Extract the value of ‘‘spy’’
class from master resource ontology model as the meta capa-
bility of DCR. Meta capability set is established, with each of
which one DCR will be created.

(3) Creation of alternative auxiliary resource set. Based
on the semantic relation between auxiliary resources and
meta capabilities, retrieve auxiliary resource set to find the
auxiliary resources matching meta capabilities, which are
alternative auxiliary resource set and are actively pushed to
resource provider for selection.
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FIGURE 5. Auxiliary resource active push based DCR aggregation strategy.

(4) Interactive selection of auxiliary resources. According
to the requirements of meta capability, resource provider
selects appropriate resources as auxiliary resources in an
interactive way from the list of alternative auxiliary resources
actively pushed by the system.

(5) Creation of DCR instance. Master resource and auxil-
iary resources are input into DCR ontology model and other
parameters are initialized, by which one DCR instance is
created. For each one in meta capability set, one DCR will
be created.

(6) Store DCR instance. Serialize DCR instance to XML
data file and store XML data to database.

According to the preceding aggregation process, the DCR
aggregation procedure is depicted in Algorithm 1, where n
represents the number of SPRs and m represents the number
of aggregated DCRs.

D. MATCH OF META TASK AND META CAPABILITY BASED
CDU AGGREGATION PROCESS
First, decompose typical design tasks into corresponding
meta task sequences. And then match meta tasks with the
meta capabilities extracted from DCRs one by one, and the
DCR sequence that meet the meta task sequences is obtained
as the master resource list. So, take the master resource
list as the main line, add auxiliary resources and initial-
ize other parameters to complete the establishment of CDU
instances.

According to the preceding aggregation strategy, the com-
position of CDU is expressed as follows.

CDU =
n∑
i=1

(MetaCapi +MastResi +
m∑
j=1

AuxiResj) (17)

Algorithm 1 DCR Aggregation Procedure
1. Input: SPR set SPR = {spr1, spr2, . . . sprn}
2. Output: Aggregated DCR set DCR = {dcr1, dcr2, . . .

dcrm}
3. MetaCap = {} //define a empty meta capability set
4. MastRes = {} //define a empty master resource set
5. AuxiRes = {} //define a empty auxiliary resource set
6. AltAuxiRes = {} //define a empty alternative auxiliary

resource set
7. DcrAuxiRes = {} //define a empty DCR auxiliary

resource set
8. i← 1, j← 1
9. /∗resource classification. Createmeta capability andmaster
resource set∗/

10. for (i ≤ n) do
11. if (spri == master resource) then
12. MetaCap←MetaCap∪spri.Spy //extract Spy from

spri and add toMetaCap
13. MastRes← MastRes∪spri //add spri to MastRes set
14. else
15. AuxiRes← AuxiRes∪spri //add spri to AuxiRes set
16. end if
17. end for
18. /∗create m DCRs∗/
19. m← number ofMetaCap set, h← number of AuxiRes

set
20. for (j ≤ m) do
21. k ← 1
22. for (k ≤ h) do //traverse AuxiRes set
23. if (MetaCapj == AuxiResk .Spy) then //judge if there

is semantic relation between the No.jmeta capability
and the Spy of No.k auxiliary SPR

24. AltAuxiRes = AltAuxiRes∪AuxiResk //add AuxiResk
to AltAuxiRes

25. end if
26. end for
27. /∗interactive selection of auxiliary resources∗/
28. x ← 1, z← the resource number of AltAuxiRes set
29. for (x ≤ z) do
30. Interactive selection of auxiliary resources
31. if (resource selected) then
32. DcrAuxiRes = DcrAuxiRes∪AuxiResx // add

AuxiResk to AltAuxiRes
33. end if
34. end for
35. dcrj←MetaCapj ∪ MastResj ∪ DcrAuxiRes //define

the No.j DCR
36. Initialize other parameters of dcrj //Initialize the

No.j DCR
37. end for
38. XML format serialization of Ontology resource

//transform to XML format
39. Store DCR to storage
40. return the set of DCR={dcr1, dcr2, . . . dcrm}
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FIGURE 6. Match of meta task and meta capability based CDU aggregation process.

whereMetaCapi andMastSpri represents the meta capability
and master resource of the No.i CDU respectively; AuxiResj
represents the No.j auxiliary resource of the No.i DCR.

The CDU aggregation process is shown in Fig.6, and the
main steps are as follows.

(1) Establish meta task sequence. Typical design tasks are
analyzed and decomposed into meta task sequences.

(2) Extract meta capabilities from DCR database. Read
XML format DCRs described in OWL language in DCR
database, then establish DCR instances through deserializa-
tion operation, and extract the value of MetaCap class from
its class set, which is the meta capability of this DCR.

(3) Match of task and capability, and establish DCR list.
The meta tasks in (1) are semantically matched with the meta
capabilities in (2) one by one to get the DCR list.

(4) Build CDU instance. Taking the DCR list obtained
in (3) as the key resource to complete the design task
sequence, search for relevant auxiliary resources, and build
CDU instance with CDU ontology model as the template.

(5) Store CDU instance. Serialize CDU instance to XML
data file and store XML data to database.

According to the preceding aggregation process, the CDU
aggregation procedure is depicted in Algorithm 2.

VI. AGGREGATED RESOURCE EVALUATION METHOD
In order to find the optimal resource, DCRs and CDUs
should be evaluated before use. First, the index matrix of
DRs is established by calculating the evaluation variables
and indexes of each DR, and the member evaluation matrix
is established by operating with weight matrix. Secondly,
the operation evaluation matrix of DCR or CDU is estab-
lished according to the operation parameters of resources,
and the comprehensive evaluation matrix of DCR or CDU is
established on the base of comprehensive evaluation weight
matrix. Finally, DRs are optimized according to the final
results of comprehensive evaluation matrixes.

A. DR EVALUATION VARIABLES AND INDEX MATRIX
In CMfg system, after a period of activities, design his-
tory data and customer evaluation information of DRs will
be stored in the database, which are the real refection of

DRs’ design ability. The key to the comprehensive evaluation
of DRs is to determine the reasonable evaluation variables
and extract the information reflecting the design ability of
resources from the massive data. Design history data, such as
the number of service times, finished service times, success
times and the service duration of each task, as well as the
customer evaluation, are selected as the basis for establishing
evaluation variables. Evaluation variables are established as
follows.

1) DESIGN MATURITY COEFFICIENT α
As the prime condition to judge whether the design can meet
the requirements, the completion rate of design task reflects
the maturity of DRs. Maturity coefficient is established as
follows.

α =
mf
m

(18)

where m represents times of tasks performed by DR and mf
represents the times of design completed.

In order to avoid the phenomenon of zero as divisor, the ini-
tial value of m and mf in (18) is assigned as 1, so the initial
value of α is 1. In the initial stage of resource participation
in design, α may decrease rapidly because of the occasional
uncompleted task. However, with the increase of m, α will
gradually increase, and finally will be infinitely close to 1.
The trend of α is shown in Fig.7.

FIGURE 7. The transformation tendency of α.

2) DESIGN SUCCESS RATE COEFFICIENT β
Times of successful design also reflects DR’s design ability,
which is an important part of the evaluation of DR. Design
success rate coefficient is shown as follows.

β =
ms

m
(19)
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Algorithm 2 CDU Aggregation Procedure
1. Input: DCR set DCR = {dcr1, dcr2, . . . dcrn} //DCR set

extracted from DCR database, which includes n DCRs
2. Meta task set TSK = {tsk1, tsk2, . . . tskm} //Meta task set
decomposed from typical design task, which
includes m tasks

3. SPR set SPR = {spr1, spr2, . . . spru} //SPR set extracted
auxiliary resource set from SPR database, which
includes u SPRs

4.Output: CDU=
m∑
i=1

(MetaCapi+MastResi+
w∑
j=1

AuxiResj)

//w is the number of auxililary resource ofMastResi
5. MetaCap = {} //define a empty meta capability set
6. AuxiRes = {} //define a empty auxiliary resource set
7. /∗list all the meta capability∗/
8. i← 1
9. for (i ≤ n) do //extract meta capability from DCR set
10. MetaCap←MetaCap∪dcri.MetaCap //extract the class

of MetaCap from dcri and add it to meta capability set
11. end for
12. /∗search auxiliary resource∗/
13. x ← 1
14. for (x ≤ u) do //traverse SPR set to search all the auxiliary

resource
15. if (sprx == auxiliary resource) then
16. AuxiRes← AuxiRes∪sprx //add sprx to AuxiRes set
17. end if
18. end for
19. /∗construct CDU set ∗/
20. j← 1, h← number of AuxiRes
21. for (j ≤ m) do
22. k ← 1
23. for(k ≤ n) do //for each meta task, find the matching

DCR
24. if (MetaCapk == tskj) then
25. MastRes← dcri //add the searched DCR to master

resource
26. end if
27. end for
28. /∗for taskj, match auxiliary resource∗/
29. z← 1
30. CduAuxiRes = {} //define a empty array for matched

auxiliary to taskj
31. for (z ≤ h) do //traverse AuxiRes set and search auxiliary

resource for taskj
32. if (MetaCapj == AuxiResz.Spy) then //judge if there is

semantic relation between the No.j meta
capability and the Spy of No.k auxiliary SPR

33. CduAuxiRes = CduAuxiRes∪AuxiResz
//add AuxiResk to BackSpr

34. end if
35. end for
36. CDU=CDU+MetaCapj∪MetaRes∪CduAuxiRes

//add the new created CDU
37. end for

Algorithm 2 (Continued.) CDU Aggregation Procedure
38. Initialize other parameters of cdu
39. XML format serialization of Ontology resource

//transform ontology to XML
40. Store CDU to database
41. return

CDU =
m∑
i=1

(MetaCapi +MastResi +
w∑
j=1

AuxiResj)

where m represents times of tasks performed by DR and ms
represents times of successful design.

Similar to (18), the initial value of β is 1. In the early stage
of participating in the design process, β may decrease rapidly
due to design failures. However, with the increase ofm, β will
gradually increase, and finally will be infinitely close to 1.
The trend of β is shown in Fig.8.

FIGURE 8. The transformation tendency of β.

3) DESIGN STABILITY COEFFICIENT γ
Due to the limitation of function, the design tasks accepted
by the same DR are generally relatively stable, and each time
the design tasks are similar. Under this premise, the closer the
time spent on each design task is, the higher the stability of
the DR is. When requester invokes this DR, the more likely
the design task will be accomplished on time

In order to describe the design stability, σ is established
firstly, as shown in equation (20):

σ =

√√√√ 1
m

m∑
i=1

(
xi − µ
µ

)2 (20)

where m represents the times of tasks performed by DR; xi
represents the time used during the No.i task. µ represents
the average time of m tasks.
σ reflects the degree of difference in design time when

performingmultiple tasks. The ratio of design time difference
to design time is used to reflect the proportion difference in
design time. The greater the difference is, the more unstable
the design process is. Under normal circumstances, because
the difference of design time will be far less than the mean
value of design time, the calculated value of σ should be far
less than 1.

In order to reflect design stability more reasonably, design
stability coefficient γ is established as follows.

γ = 1− σ (21)

To avoid the phenomenon of zero as divisor, when the
resource is invoked for the first time, the initial values of (20)
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FIGURE 9. The transformation tendency of γ .

is: m=1, xi = µ 6= 0. So, the initial value of σ is 0 and
corresponding the value of γ is 1. In the initial period, design
stability parameters γ will decrease rapidly.With the increase
of m, γ will be infinitely close to 1. The trend is shown
in Fig.9.

4) EXPERIENTIAL COEFFICIENT ε
The total number of times that DR participates in design
reflects the experience degree of DR. Experiential coefficient
ε is shown in formula (22):

ε = 1−
1
√
m

(22)

The purpose of using the expression shown in (22) is to
make ε approach to 1 infinitely with the increase of m, but
not too fast.

Similar to (18), the initial value of ε is 0, which indicates
that this DR has not participated in design before. With the
increase of m, ε will be infinitely close to 1. The trend is
shown in Fig.10.

FIGURE 10. The transformation tendency of ε.

5) CAPABILITY INDEX A
The above four coefficients, design maturity coefficient α,
design success rate coefficient β, design stability coefficient
γ and experiential coefficient ε, are all related to the design
capability of DR, and they record the information related
to their design ability through their own design trajectory.
DR capability index A is constructed from the above four
coefficients, as shown in equation (23):

A = α × β × γ × ε (23)

where A represents DR capability index; α represents design
maturity coefficient; β represents design success rate coef-
ficient; γ represents design stability coefficient ε represents
experiential coefficient.

It can be seen from the value range of the four evaluation
variables that the initial value of DR capability index A is
0. With the increase of design times, its value gradually

FIGURE 11. The transformation tendency of A.

increases, and finally it is infinitely close to 1. Its change
range is shown in Fig.11.

6) EVALUATION INDEX E
The mean value of user’s evaluation score is used as the
evaluation index E of DR, as shown in equation (24).

E =

m∑
i=1

Evai

m
(24)

wherem represents the times of tasks performed by DR. Evai
represents the No.i evaluation score provided by user.

User evaluates DR with a full score of 100 each time.
As times of design increases, the value of each DRwill gradu-
ally stabilizes at a value n, which reflects the real capability of
resource. The trend of evaluation index E is shown in Fig.12.

FIGURE 12. The transformation tendency of E.

7) COST INDEX C
Design cost is reflected in labor price and duration time.
DR cost index C is established as follows.

C =

m∑
i=1

(ti × Prii)

m
(25)

where m represents the times of tasks performed by DR. ti
represents the duration of the No.i design. Prii represents the
labor cost of the No.i design.

Assuming that labor price of each design is the same,
DR cost index will be proportional to design duration. There-
fore, as the times of design tasks increases, DR cost index
will be stable at a certain value. The trend of cost index C is
shown in Fig.13.

According to the preceding analysis, capacity index A,
evaluation index E and cost index C are used to evaluate
the comprehensive performance of DR. A reflects the design
capacity of DR, which is regarded as the first evaluation index
of resource evaluation. E reflects the customer’s satisfaction
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FIGURE 13. The transformation tendency of C.

with the use of DR, which is regarded as the second evalua-
tion index. C reflects the price information of DR, which is
regarded as the third evaluation index. Based on the above
three indexes, DR index matrix is established as follows.

M =

 A
E
C

 (26)

whereM represents DR index matrix; A represents DR capa-
bility index; E represents DR evaluation index; C represents
DR cost index.

The DR indexmatrix can reflect the comprehensive perfor-
mance of DR from three aspects: capability, evaluation and
cost. It can be used for the evaluation of SPR when DCR is
established, or as the basis for resource requesters to search
and optimize DCR.

B. DCR EVALUATION METHOD AND DCR
COMPREHENSIVE EVALUATION MATRIX
DCR evaluation includes two aspects: DCR member evalua-
tion and DCR operation evaluation.

1) DCR MEMBER EVALUATION MATRIX MMbr
Suppose a DCR is composed of m SPRs, and the master
resource and auxiliary resources of DCR are evaluated from
three aspects: capability index A, evaluation index E and cost
index C . Establish DCR member index matrix, as follows.

MSPR =

 A1 A2 . . . Ai . . . Am
E1 E2 . . . Ei . . . Em
C1 C2 . . . Ci . . . Cm

 (27)

whereMSPR represents DCR member index matrix; Ai repre-
sents the No.i capability index; Ei represents the No.i evalua-
tion index;Ci represents the No.i cost index; m represents that
DCR is composed by m member resource, including master
resource and auxiliary resources.

For the m resources that compose DCR, because of their
different contributions to the formation of DCR, the weight
of each index to evaluation matrix is not equal when building
DCR. In order to reflect the different contribution of each
resource, member weight matrix is introduced, as shown
in (28):

ωSPR =
[
ω1 ω2 . . . ωi . . . ωm

]
(
m∑
i=1

ωi = 1)

(28)

where ωi represents the No.i weight coefficient; m represents
that DCR is composed by m member resources.

According to (27) and (28), the calculation formula of DCR
member evaluation matrix is constructed as follows.

MMbr =

 A1 A2 . . . Ai . . . Am
E1 E2 . . . Ei . . . Em
C1 C2 . . . Ci . . . Cm

×

ω1
ω2
. . .

ωi
. . .

ωm


(29)

where MMbr represents DCR member evaluation matrix;
MSPR represents DCRmember index matrix; ωSPR represents
the transposed matrix of member resource weight matrix.

Formula (29) reflects the comprehensive performance of
each DCR member in capacity, evaluation and cost. So,
the comprehensive capacity index, comprehensive evaluation
index and comprehensive cost index of eachmember resource
of DCR are shown in (30), (31), and (32) respectively.

AMbr = A1 × ω1 + A2 × ω2 + . . .+ Ai × ωi + . . .+ Am
×ωm (30)

EMbr = E1 × ω1 + E2 × ω2 + . . .+ Ei × ωi + . . .+ Em
×ωm (31)

CMbr = C1 × ω1 + C2 × ω2 + . . .+ Ci × ωi + . . .+ Cm
×ωm (32)

The preceding indexes in (30) - (32) reflect the contribution
of each member to DCR, and the weight of each member’s
contribution to DCR is also reflected by the weight coeffi-
cient.

2) DCR OPERATION EVALUATION MATRIX MRUN
When available DCRs being searched, they can be evaluated
based on their usage history. Alternative DCRs that fail to
meet the specified threshold will be discarded or decom-
posed. DCR operation evaluation matrix MRUN is used to
express its historical operation, shown as follows.

MRun =

 ARunERun
CRun

 (33)

where ARUN , ERUN , and CRUN represent DCR’s compre-
hensive capacity index, comprehensive evaluation index and
comprehensive cost index respectively. Similar with (18) -
(32), the values of the above index can be calculated accord-
ing to the historical data of DCRs.

3) DCR COMPREHENSIVE EVALUATION MATRIX MCph
According the preceding DCRmember evaluation matrix and
operation evaluation matrix, DCR comprehensive evaluation
matrix MCph is constructed, as shown in (34), which is an
important evaluation indicator in the process of DCR opti-
mization.

MCph = [MMbr MRun ]× ωTCph (34)
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where [MMbr MRun] represents DCR member evaluation
matrix and operation evaluation matrix; ωCph represents
the transposed matrix of comprehensive evaluation weight
matrix, and the definition of ωCph is as follows.

ωCph = [ωMbr ωRun ] (ωMbr + ωRun = 1) (35)

where ωMbr and ωRun represent the weight of DCR member
evaluation matrix and operation evaluation matrix respec-
tively, and the sum of the two is equal to 1.

According to the above parameters, the result of (34) is
shown in (36), as shown at the bottom of the next page.

From (36), it can be inferred that DCR comprehensive
evaluation matrixMCph can reflect not only the design history
data and customer evaluation of each member resource and
DCR, but also the weight proportion of member resource and
DCR running data. DCRMCph can objectively reflect the per-
formance of DCR in design capability, customer evaluation
and cost index.

C. CDU EVALUATION METHOD AND ITS COMPREHENSIVE
EVALUATION MATRIX
The comprehensive evaluation of CDU also includes two
parts: member evaluation and operation evaluation.

1) CDU MEMBER EVALUATION MATRIX MSPRDCR
CDUmember evaluation is a comprehensive evaluation of the
member resources of CDU at three aspects: capability index,
evaluation index and cost index, in order to test whether its
composition can reach the required threshold.

Assuming that the creation of CDU involves m DCRs and
n independent SPRs, establish CDU member index matrix
MSPRDCR, as shown in (37), as shown at the bottom of the
next page.

Where Ami, Emi, and Cmi represent the capability index,
evaluation index and cost index of the No.i SPR respectively;
Anj, Enj, and Cnj represent the capability index, evaluation
index and cost index of the No.j DCR respectively; m and n
represents the number of SPR and DCR that make up CDU.

Due to the different capability of each member resource,
their contributions to the construction of CDU vary. There-
fore, member weight matrix ωSPRDCR are introduced,
as shown in (38), as shown at the bottom of the next page,
to express the importance of each member resource. where
ωmi and ωnj represent the weight of the No.i DCR member
resource and the No.j SPR member resource; m and n repre-
sent the number of DCR and SPRs respectively.

CDU member evaluation matrix is constructed by mul-
tiplying CDU member index matrix and member weight
matrix, as shown in (39).

MCDUMbr = MSPRDCR × ω
T
SPRDCR (39)

According to (37) and (38), CDU member evaluation
matrix is as follows.

The first row in (40), as shown at the bottom of the next
page, reflects the comprehensive performance of each mem-
ber resource of the newly established CDU in terms of design

capability, the second row reflects customer evaluation, and
the last row reflects cost.

2) CDU OPERATION EVALUATION MATRIX MCDURun
When searching for optimal CDU, resource requester eval-
uates the operation status of CDU after its establishment to
check whether its design capability, customer evaluation and
design cost meet the requirements.

CDU operation evaluation matrix MCDURun consists of
historical record information and customer evaluation infor-
mation during CDU operation, as shown in (41):

MCDURun =

 ACDURunECDURun
CCDURun

 (41)

where ACDURun, ECDURun, and CCDURun represent operation
capability index, operation evaluation index and cost index
of CDU respectively. Refer to the formulas of each index
in Section 6.1, as well as the design history data and cus-
tomer evaluation information generated during the operation
of CDU, the value of ACDURun, ECDURun, and CCDURun can be
calculated.

3) CDU COMPREHENSIVE EVALUATION MATRIX MCDUCph
CDU comprehensive evaluation matrix MCDUCph consists of
two parts: resource member matrix data and resource oper-
ation matrix data. Considering the different importance of
these two parts, comprehensive evaluation weight coefficient
matrix is introduced, as shown in (42).

ωCDUCph = [ωCDUMbr ωCDURun ]

× (ωCDUMbr + ωCDURun = 1) (42)

According to the preceding member matrix and operation
matrix, as well as weight coefficient matrix shown in (42),
CDU comprehensive evaluation matrix MCDUCph is con-
structed as follows.

MCDUCph = [MCDUMbr MCDURun ]× ωTCDUCph (43)

According to the preceding parameters, the result of CDU
comprehensive evaluation matrix is shown in (44), as shown
at the bottom of the next page.
MCDUCph can comprehensively reflect the historical data

and customer evaluation data of CDU operation, as well as
the relevant information of all its members. At the same time,
different weight coefficients can be set according to different
components and the importance of each member resource,
which truly reflect the operation status of CDU.

VII. CASE STUDY
To validate the proposed approach, a case study is performed
in collaboration with a machinery enterprise. This enterprise
is specialized in the design and processing of large-scale
gearbox and other mechanical products, with professional
designers and production equipments. However, when their
orders fluctuate, it needs to outsource part of their design
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work, or undertake some design tasks from other enterprises,
which requires that enterprises can output design services to
other factories or receive external design services. Resource
modeling and aggregation is the premise of resource virtu-
alization and servitization and the key to resource output
or access. Based on such an application scenario, a CMfg
prototype system is developed, which accomplishes the
work of modeling, aggregation and evaluation of design
resource.

Fig.14 shows an application screenshot of the design
resource modeling and aggregation prototype that mainly
consists of DR access, aggregation, evaluation, design task
decomposition, matching of task and cloud service. Its archi-
tecture is shown in Fig.15.

Resource access module completes the access of
SPRs. Figure 16 shows the human resources access interface.
After access, data serialization and storage program are
invoked to serialize SPR ontology model into XML format
and store it in database. OWL language is used to serialize
DR ontology. Fig.17 and 18 show the code of class and class
instance of human resource instance.

Resource provider can view the list of SPRs provided by
himself, as shown in Fig.19. Each record in the figure shows
the overview of one SPR. Click the link of ‘‘click and check’’

of each SPR to display its details, as shown in Fig.20, which
not only shows the basic information of resource input by
resource provider, but also shows service history informa-
tion and customer evaluation accumulated during resource
operation.

The aggregation and storage of DCR are accomplished in
the aggregation module. According to the master resources
retrieved from SPR database, its meta capabilities are
extracted. And then the association with auxiliary resources is
establishes. DCR is generated, which is serialized and stored
in database, shown in Fig.21. DCR list is shown in Fig.22,
which shows the name of DCR, its master resource, function
description and auxiliary resources list.

Resource evaluation module is used for quantitative evalu-
ation and optimization of DCR or CDU. By calculating eval-
uation variables, establishing evaluation matrix and matrix
operation, capability index, evaluation index and cost index of
candidate aggregated resource can be calculated accurately,
which provides quantitative basis for optimization. Taking
DCR searching and optimization of high-speed and heavy-
duty gearbox design, a common design task, as an exam-
ple, this paper illustrates the aggregated resource evaluation
algorithm. The needed member resources mainly include:
gear profile modification engineer, gearbox structure design

MCph =

 (A1 × ω1 + A2 × ω2 + . . .+ Am × ωm)× ωMbr + ARun × ωRun
(E1 × ω1 + E2 × ω2 + . . .+ Em × ωm)× ωMbr + ERun × ωRun
(C1 × ω1 + C2 × ω2 + . . .+ Cm × ωm)× ωMbr + CRun × ωRun

 (36)

MSPRDCR =

 Am1 Am2 . . . Ami . . . Amm An1 An2 . . . Anj . . . Ann
Em1 Em2 . . . Emi . . . Emn En1 En2 . . . Enj . . . Enn
Cm1 Cm2 . . . Cmi . . . Cmn Cn1 Cn2 . . . Cnj . . . Cnn

 (37)

ωSPRDCR =
[
ωm1 ωm2 . . . ωmi . . . ωmm ωn1 ωn2 . . . ωnj . . . ωnn

]
(
m∑
i=1

ωmi +

n∑
j=1

ωnj = 1)

(38)

MCDUMbr =

 Am1 × ωm1 + . . .+ Ami × ωmi + . . .+ Amm × ωmm + An1 × ωn1 + . . .+ Anj × ωnj + . . .+ Ann × ωnn
Em1 × ωm1 + . . .+ Emi × ωmi + . . .+ Emm × ωmm + En1 × ωn1 + . . .+ Enj × ωnj + . . .+ Enn × ωnn
Cm1 × ωm1 + . . .+ Cmi × ωmi + . . .+ Cmm × ωmm + Cn1 × ωn1 + . . .+ Cnj × ωnj + . . .+ Cnn × ωnn


(40)

MCDUCph =



(
m∑
i=1

(Ami × ωmi)+
n∑
j=1

(Anj × ωnj))× ωCDUMbr + ACDURun × ωCDURun

(
m∑
i=1

(Emi × ωmi)+
n∑
j=1

(Enj × ωnj))× ωCDUMbr + ECDURun × ωCDURun

(
m∑
i=1

(Cmi × ωmi)+
n∑
j=1

(Cnj × ωnj))× ωCDUMbr + CCDURun × ωCDURun


(44)
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FIGURE 14. Interface view of DR modeling and aggregation system.

FIGURE 15. Architecture of DR CMfg system.

engineer, gearbox dynamic analysis software, finite element
analysis software and computer workstation, etc.

According to the requirements of the above gearbox design
DCR, when searching in the CMfg system, it is assumed
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FIGURE 16. The interface of human resource access.

FIGURE 17. The class definition of DR ontology.

FIGURE 18. The building of DR instance of class.

that two DCRs meeting the requirements are found. The
first DCR is named ‘‘ROMAX gearbox analysis working
group’’. Its member resources mainly include: Paul, which
is gear surface modification engineer, Boris, which is gear

TABLE 1. Member resource attribute information list of ‘‘ROMAX gear
box analysis group.’’

box structure design engineer, ROMAX 14.5, ANSYS 16.0,
and HP Z640. Its attributes are shown in Table 1, and the
attributes of DCR are shown in Table 2. The second DCR
is named ‘‘MASTA gearbox analysis working group’’. Its
member resources mainly include: Leon, which is gear sur-
face modification engineer, Eric, which is gearbox structure
design engineer, MASTA 5.0, ANSYS 15.0, and Dell T7910.
Its attributes are shown in Table 3, and the attribute of DCR
is shown in Table 4. Where, SerNr refers to the times that the
resource performs design tasks, FshNr refers to the times that
the resource completes design tasks, SucNr refers to the times
that the resource successfully completes design tasks, [LoT]
refers to array of time that the resource completes design
tasks, and [Eva] refers to the array of evaluation score of the
resource.

The above two candidate resources are quantitatively
optimized by resource evaluation method. According to
(18) - (22), design maturity coefficient α, design success
rate coefficient β, design stability coefficient γ and expe-
riential coefficient ε of two DCR member resources are
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FIGURE 19. List of SPRs.

FIGURE 20. Details about SPR.

FIGURE 21. Process of DCR aggregation.

calculated respectively. According to (23) - (25), capability
index A, evaluation index E and cost index C of the two
DCR member resources are calculated, which is shown as
in Table 5 and 6.

The weight matrix of the two DCRs is represented as
ωSPR = [0.4 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1]. Then, member resource indexes
of the two DCRs are calculated as shown in Table 7.

TABLE 2. Attribute information list of ‘‘ROMAX gear box analysis group.’’

According to Table 2 and 4, design maturity coefficient α,
design success rate coefficient β, design stability coefficient
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FIGURE 22. DCR list.

TABLE 3. Member resource attribute information list of ‘‘MASTA gear box
analysis group.’’

TABLE 4. Service information list of the second DCR.

TABLE 5. Member parameter of the first DCR.

γ and experiential coefficient ε of two DCRs are calcu-
lated respectively, which are shown in Table 8. According to
(23) - (25), capability index A, evaluation index E and cost
index C of two DCRs are calculated, which is shown as
in Table 9.

The weight matrix of DCR comprehensive evaluation is
represented as ωCmp = [0.7 0.3]. Two DCR comprehensive
evaluation indexes are calculated, shown in Table 10.

TABLE 6. Member parameter of the second DCR.

TABLE 7. Member resource parameter of the two DCRs.

TABLE 8. Coefficient of DCRs.

TABLE 9. Parameter of DCRs.

TABLE 10. Compare between two DCRs.

It can be seen from Table 10 that the comprehensive capa-
bility index A and evaluation index E of the second DCR
are higher than that of the first DCR, and the comprehensive
cost index C is also better than that of the first DCR. There-
fore, it can be concluded that the second DCR is better than
the first.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, aiming at the service sharing problem of DRs
in CMfg system, a novel method of resource granularity
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division, resource modeling, resource aggregation and eval-
uation is proposed, which provides the underlying founda-
tion for resource service sharing. Based on the study of the
demand of CMfg system for coarse granularity DRs, a multi-
granularity DR model is proposed, which is convenient for
resource management and utilization. The ontology model
of each granularity resource is defined, in which the abstract
description of resource is realized by using formal expression
method. The aggregation strategies of DCR and CDU are
established, which accomplish the capability aggregation of
DCR and the unit aggregation of CDU. Resource evaluation
method is proposed, which is used to optimize the aggre-
gated resources. Finally, a prototype system is established to
accomplish the function of DRs multi-granularity modeling
and aggregation, and the example of aggregated resource
evaluation verifies the effectiveness of resource evaluation
method.

Our future work will focus on the service-oriented research
of aggregation resources, and the matching of aggregation
service resources and coarse granularity design tasks. In addi-
tion, the prototype system needs to be improved to accom-
plish the CMfg application of DRs.
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